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Jad Nasr lives in Syria.  He’s 29, and he has a Master’s in English literature.  He sometimes
uses his considerable talents by serving as translator for high Syrian dignitaries, such as the
Grand Mufti.

He also has the scar from a bullet wound in his chest, and he receives death threats.  He
explains that terrorists shot him because they didn’t want to hear the truth.  Presumably,
the terrorists prefer their own version of the “truth”, as dictated by Wahhabi – supporting al
Jazeera and Safa TV… as well as all mainstream media messaging promulgated by the West.

Jad’s story is not pleasant, and it highlights what Syrians have to endure on a daily basis. 
He says that his brother was kidnapped last year, and that the terrorists tortured him and
destroyed his knees.  Now he can’t walk.   He also told me that his cousin, who was serving
in the Syrian Arab Army, lost his leg when Wahhabi suicide bombers attacked his military
vehicle. Another cousin was kidnapped in 2012, and remains in captivity.

The terrorists have a talent for kidnapping. Nasr explained that in one operation, they used
false flag tactics to capture tanks, and ultimately to capture thousands of Syrian soldiers at
Douma, Syria.

The terrorists also like to showcase their defensive tactics.  One of their favorites is to use
captives as human shields. Nasr’s testimony and video evidence demonstrate kidnapped
individuals being put in cages, and used as human shields in town squares.  Needless to say,
when the terrorists occupy towns or parts of towns and cities, they are necessarily using
human captives as shields, and the Syrian Arab Army (SAA) takes tremendous risks by
fighting house to house, as they do.

Whereas the U.S, for example, carpet bombed Falluja in Iraq, the SAA, doesn’t have that
“luxury” since it avoids killing Syrian civilians at all costs.

The  terrorists  control  occupied  territories  with  unspeakable  barbarism.   A  witness  to
the massacre at Adra described the scene in these words:

The rebels began to attack the government centers, and attacked the police
station—where all the policemen were killed after only a brief clash because of
the large numbers of the attackers. They (the attackers) then headed to the
checkpoint located on the edge of the city before moving to the clinic, where
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they  slaughtered  one  from the  medical  staff  and  put  his  head  in  the  popular
market. They then dragged his body in front of townspeople who gathered to
see what was happening. Bakery workers who resisted their machinery being
taken away were roasted in their own oven. Jabhat al-Nusra and Islamic Front
fighters went from house to house with a list of names and none of those taken
away then has been seen since.’

When the Syrian army would  try  to  enter  Adra the Jihadists  would  throw
women  and  children  from the  20,000  people  it  captured  off  the  top  floors  in
front of the army.”

Nasr also discussed the lies propagated by imperialists, and believed by multitudes.  He
says  that  for  the  first  three  weeks  of  the  so-called  “revolution”,  police  and  security
personnel were ordered to not carry guns.  It was during this time that 15 of Nasr’s friends
were killed by so-called “peaceful protestors”.

This report is corroborated by peace activist Janice Kortright who writes:

The media lies about Syria…have been absolute…and I  think media heads
should face trial for war crimes and crimes against humanity for the one-sided
false  narrative  they’ve  been spreading since the  Syrian  War  began.  Even
earlier…throughout the entire “Arab Spring” orchestrated by the west using
“jihadists” (paid mercenaries, criminals and brain-washed radicals) to create a
“New Middle East” dedicated to western dominance and control over natural
resources.

This soldier, whom we interviewed in Damascus, is a personal hero and friend.
A friend to whom I’ve entrusted my life and would again any time anywhere.

He was one of the soldiers in Daraa in March 2011 (where and when the
violence  in  Syria  began).  This  is  his  account  and  matchs  several  others’  first
hand accounts of events there.

The life of a Syrian soldier is so hard. A terrorist paid by the US or Saudi or
Qatar makes about $300 or $400 a month. A Syrian soldier receives 1/10th of
that. They fight an enemy that is often inhuman. I know of one soldier who was
cut to pieces while his terrorist captors had his father on the phone listening to
the torturous death of his son.

FALSE: The Syrian war began when President Assad brutally put down peaceful
protests.

TRUE: The Syrian War was planned in earnest by the US since 2005. The Syrian
soldiers and police were not even allowed to carry weapons until the “peaceful
protesters” had slaughtered several hundreds of police and soldiers.

Kortright  interviewed a Syrian soldier  who described the soldiers’  (unarmed)  and fatal
encounters with the initial, externally-orchestrated uprisings, in these words:

 Soldier:  I don’t know, we didn’t see them face to face.  My best friend was
shot, so I felt anger and sadness.  I felt anger because we were ambushed in
this way and all we had was batons, we couldn’t defend ourselves.  We had to
run, they were shooting us like birds.  And the demonstrators blocked all the
entrances leading to us, so no ambulances was able to reach us whatsoever, at
that point.  I carried my best friend and what matters for us now is to protect
him and protect ourselves until we get to safety.  While we were running, we
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were seeing our friends the civil police, how they were being killed in front of
us, or shot at.

Similarly, investigative reporter Rick Sterling debunks the propaganda that “Assad kills his
own people” in his description of the initial, violent protests:

“In  reality,  there  was  a  violent  faction  from  the  start.  In  the  first  protests  in
Deraa, seven police were killed. Two weeks later there was a massacre of 60
security forces in Deraa.”

These same “peaceful protestors” were the spearhead of the Western-orchestrated “regime
change” operations, wherein the Muslim Brotherhood and foreign operatives played central
roles. The “Arab Spring” was a foreign intelligence operation from the beginning.

Recent estimates suggest that terrorists from about 100 countries are currently infesting
Syria. This, coupled with the legal interventions of the “Axis of resistance”, and the illegal
war crimes of NATO and its allies, means that the dirty war on Syria is increasingly a world
war.

Those of us who still  believe the war lies are enabling imperialists who are pushing us
towards the unthinkable.

The following text is an updated and expanded version of:

Voices  from  Syria:  “The  US-Supported  Terrorists  Control  Occupied  Territories  with
Unspeakable  Barbarism”

http://www.globalresearch.ca/voices-from-syria-the-us-supported-terrorists-control-occupied-
territories-with-unspeakable-barbarism/5547347
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